Shisha Menu

Exotic Fusion

Try our Exotic non-genetically modified and various flavors
of best known brands of tobacco with natural Aroma that guarantee
a pure taste and pleasure. Served with German Made Water Pipes with
installed filter for a clean and clear use.

Single flavors 25 €
Double Apple
Grape
Mango
Cocos
Blue Berry
Orange
Lemon
Mint
Watermelon
Honey Melon

* Please do not hesitate to ask us for any side order or combination to your Exotic Fusion Shisha

Divan Collection

Enjoy the highest quality non-genetically modified tobacco with natural
Aromas that Guarantee a pure taste and pleasure.
Choose your Favorite flavor and indulge in a relaxing and pleasurable
experience. Premium tobacco served with German made water pipe
with installed filter for a pure and clean use.

Ice BonBon
True Passion
Ice Chocolate
Double Apple Mint
Grape Mint

35 €
35 €
35 €
30 €
30 €

We suggest you try the following combinations with your Shisha
to have a great relaxing time:
1.Fresh Tea from Coal Fire Samovar on your table (refill free)
2.Fresh Seasonal Fruit dish with Cinnamon and Honey
3.Traditional best quality mixed Persian Nuts
4.Nan & Sabzi: fresh wood oven made Divan bread
with Butter and Fetta cheese and fresh made vegetable dip
as snack and appetizer
5.Assorted housemade chocolate bombons and truffles
6.Mini baklava bites
7.Variety of financie and fruits

DIVAN SPECIAL

Divan Collection Shisha including all items 1 to 4 above
for two 65 € / for four 95 €

7€
7€
7€
7€
12 €
8€
12 €

Meduse Experience

Try our Exotic non-genetically modified and various flavors of best known
brands of tobacco with natural Aroma that guarantee a pure taste and pleasure.
Served with German Made Water Pipes with installed filter
for a clean and clear use.

Single flavors

Enjoy the highest quality tobacco, with natural aromas that guarantee a pure taste
with original Meduse Shisha.
Choose your favorite flavor and indulge in a relaxing and pleasurable experience.

Cocktails

Try our unique fruit cocktails that dramatically enhance the shisha pipe smoking experience.

LIME
Tangy lime with perfectly balanced taste

80 €

TIP: For a juicy and rounded flavor,
try the Bacardi version or the mint liqueur version of this cocktail
MINT
Pure, soft and natural mint flavor

80 €

TIP: For a juicy and rounded flavor,
try the mint liqueur version of this cocktail
VARIOUS FLAVORS
Strawberry / Melon / Cherry / Peach / Watermelon / Passion Fruit
/ Capuccino Balanced intense flavor with nice natural taste

80 €

TIP: For a juicy and rounded flavor,
try the strawberry liqueur version of this cocktail
DOUBLE APPLE
Intense and sweet combination of apple flavor with subtle notes of anise

80 €

TIP: For a juicy and rounded flavor,
try the Ouzo version of this cocktail
GRAPE
Finely balanced grape with rich taste structure

80 € / +Alcohol 30 €

TIP: For a juicy and rounded flavor,
try the white wine version or the mint liqueur version of this cocktail

CHAMPAGNE PEARLS

The strong tangy taste of Champagne Brut,
used instead of water, with the addition of strawberry tobacco,
is a remarkable and unique experience.

Moët & Chandon
Veuve Cliquot Yellow Label Brut
Moët & Chandon Rose
Dom Perignon

120 €
130 €
140 €
270 €

We suggest you try the following combinations with your Shisha
to have a great relaxing time:
1.Fresh Tea from Coal Fire Samovar on your table (refill free)
2.Fresh Seasonal Fruit dish with Cinnamon and Honey
3.Traditional best quality mixed Persian Nuts
4.Nan & Sabzi: fresh wood oven made Divan bread
with Butter and Fetta cheese and fresh made vegetable dip
as snack and appetizer
5.Luxury casette with handmade chocolate truffles		
6.Chocolate fondan overlaid with gold leaf 		
7.Assorted plate with bombons, fruits, mini financie
and ice cream

7€
7€
7€
7€
30 €
25 €
35 €

NOTES
The time it takes to prepare the unique shisha cocktails is approx. 10 minutes.
The customer will be charged if shisha pipe or a part of it is broken!

